Population health
Outcomes
measurement

Outcomes measurement
Excellence in collecting outcomes and delivering value
With the move towards integrated care systems
there is a greater focus on delivering value through
improving outcomes and lowering costs. However,
measuring value, organizing around it, and delivering
it is challenging for many health systems. Your
transformation to value must be grounded in the
automated measurement of outcomes. Our solution
enables you to quantify your outcomes data and
identify areas of best practice for continuous

improvement. As a health system this can help you
define clear goals and drive team alignment.
QuestLink is designed to digitally capture and
view outcomes across entire care pathways. These
outcomes help evaluate the effectiveness of care
provided, help individualize that care to meet the
needs and expectations of each patient and provide
actionable data to providers.

Advantages of QuestLink
• Library with hundreds of validated survey
instruments.
• Automation of Patient Reported Outcomes
(PROs) data collection.
• Analytics on patient and population level.
• Standards based integration with EMRs, data
warehouses and (external) clinical registries.
• P
 ROs, Clinician Reported Outcomes, Clinical
Data and Patient Experience Measures in one
unified system.
• Secure integration with external registries.
• Enhanced shared decision making.

Validated survey instruments

ICHOM standard sets

QuestLink solutions support hundreds of validated
survey instruments. For some pathways NHS
England has already made commitments to increase
the use of these instruments e.g. early intervention
in psychosis.Surveys can easily and automatically
be administered based upon diagnostic or
procedural codes, or as part of a pre-defined
care path. This helps to ensure that providers and
healthcare systems minimize the administrative
burden related to outcomes measurement.
Outcomes data helps to deliver valuable insight
when identifying quality improvement opportunities
for healthcare systems.

The QuestLink solution was one of the first to be
certified by the International Consortium for Health
Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM), a non-profit
organisation with the mission to transform healthcare
systems worldwide by measuring and reporting
patient outcomes in a standardized manner. ICHOM
organizes global teams of clinical key opinion leaders,
outcomes researchers and patient advocates to define
Standard Sets of outcomes per medical condition, and
then drives adoption to enable healthcare providers
globally to compare, learn and improve. The QuestLink
solution supports all standard sets published by
ICHOM to date, and is continuously updated with new
sets as they become available.

Value added by QuestLink
• Helps patients become more involved in the care process.
• Minimize the administrative burden related to implement outcomes
measurement.
• Create actionable information at the patient and population level.
•	Flexible tools to address diverse outcomes collection needs such as
ROMs, PROs, patient satisfaction and clinical outcomes.
• Large library of pre-built, validated survey instruments across diverse
care specialties.

Solutions for actionable population health management
Philips VitalHealth offers a suite of market leading cloud-based software solutions for population health
management: care coordination, Outcome measurement, patient engagement and health care analytics.
All software solutions are based on best practices - with a focus on ease of use - and can be implemented
either standalone or integrated. In addition, all Philips VitalHealth solutions share the same underlying platform,
which allows integration and data sharing amongst various health care functions. This enables value based
health networks to provide personalized care collaboration across the care continuum.
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